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Agency recruiters could be forgiven for feeling a little bit
under siege. Technology and consumer attitudes are
driving market change at an exponential rate. Identifying
and approaching talent for hiring has never been easier.
With the growth of LinkedIn (200Mn) members, and
other social profiles, CV databases and people leaving
digital footprints all over the web, it has never been easier
to find people who might be right for jobs. Finding people
is simple; placing people though is getting harder than ever.
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For candidates, finding opportunities and getting connected
with hiring companies and making applications without
the need of a middleman has become equally simple.
The growing trend among corporate companies has been
to shift from a reliance on agency hiring to direct sourcing
driven by the need to reduce cost of hire (a key metric),
and capitalise on employer branding to attract
candidates directly.

Whilst candidate attraction and identification has never
been easier, recruiting and hiring is not so simple.
The length of time to hire has doubled. The number
of steps and interviews has doubled, and the number
of candidates declining offers has grown significantly.

The recession has made hiring companies and working
candidates risk averse. Hiring, and being hired has never
been harder, hence the adoption of the term “war for
talent.” Whilst there is plenty of “talent” in the market and
an appetite for engagement between companies and
talent, hiring and getting hired is not a simple process.

This creates opportunity for recruitment companies who
are willing to change approaches and attitudes to the
market, because change is necessary for long term
survival and growth. This paper looks at some of the
drivers of change, and options open to recruitment
agencies, in the switch from business built on transaction,
through to doing business built on relationships.

How the internet changed client demands

Before the advent of the internet, candidate volumes were
low. Attraction was built around press advertising and
established relationships. Agencies maintained a low
volume of candidates, advertising was via newspapers.
Business was local (both for candidates and clients).
The sales model was to source, interview and then
market candidates (usually via the telephone) to potential

employers. The model was about low volumes of
candidates, and high volumes of calls, finding jobs for
people, as opposed to the current popular model of
people for jobs.

Recruiting has migrated from being predominantly offline,
in-person activity, through to being mostly online and
distant activity. When recruiters were reliant on printed
media, the cost and convenience meant only a limited
number of the most placeable jobs were advertised. Job
boards (free and paid for) changed this, and the later
development of multi-posters, job aggregators and the
like meant that all jobs ended up online, and in many
places. Recruiters adopted a more reactive approach
often referred to as post and pray. Put all the jobs out
there every time, and react to the response as it comes
in. The ease of applying to multiple jobs meant response
went up significantly, whilst relevance declined. It is
interesting to note that history has repeated itself with the
growth of social media and social media adoption, where
recruiters have largely continued the post and pray
approach, using the channels to spray jobs in to their
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+ time lines.

The CV databases attached to the job boards on sites
such as Monster and Jobsite provided access to
candidates for multiple recruiters. The model for recruiting
became get notification of a job, post it to the job boards,
and go search the CV database for a fit. Hiring companies
spent less time talking through vacancies with their
agents, adopting an e-mail approach, and face to face
interviews between recruiters and candidates became the
exception rather than the norm, replaced by telephone
conversations, and a heavy reliance on the CV submitted.
Matching became a skills/experience match rather than
a culture and career match. Recruitment became a
transactional business between clients, candidates and
recruiters. Greater time was spent on processing and
administration rather than relationship and understanding.
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The adoption of recruitment databases by recruitment
companies has been marked by significantly growing
volumes of candidate details stored within the database.
It is not unusual to find agencies who have added 1000s
of candidate records to the system, with little attention to
search capability. The early databases were built to deal
with the storage of candidate data, rather than candidate
data indexing and retrieval. Each new job meant more
advertising, more response and even more records in the
system. Whilst recruiters were connected with an ever
growing number of candidates, there was less and less
importance placed on relationships with these candidates.
Historically, when volumes of candidates and connections
were much lower, the relationship between recruiter and
candidate was longer term and much closer aligned to
the needs of both, with recruiters seen as brokers of
careers rather than brokers of jobs. The relationship
with hiring companies mirrored this. Before e-mail job
descriptions became the default, jobs were discussed
in depth. When I started out in recruiting some 30 years
ago, a job description took 40 minutes to an hour to
compile, and involved a call and often an in person meeting.

Technology has taken the local aspect out of recruiting
as candidates and clients are spread across a wide
geographical area, even globally. This drives the relationship
online, encouraging transactional processes rather than
relationships, with recruiting managed on a job by job
basis, client rather than candidate led, and an ever growing
candidate database that is rarely searched. This dynamic
needs to change as candidates and clients are now
demanding more from their representatives.

Time and margin pressures

During the boom times pre-recession, transactional
recruiting was marked by three distinct factors:

• Pressure to reduce margins (from over competition)
• Organised buying
• Lack of client loyalty

Whilst demand for the supply of staff was at its highest,
pressure to reduce margin increased, with clients showing
less and less loyalty to suppliers. Hiring companies fell
into two schools. Those who organised their buying
through preferred supplier listings, master vendor contracts
and the introduction of procurement led supply chain
contracts such as Commensura, Edenbrown and DePoel.
They automated the supply of staffing in the same way as
other commodities primarily by automating administration
and setting margins below the industry average. Unlike
other industries, margins were reducing whilst supply was
getting harder. You wouldn’t, for example, see the price
of petrol go down when oil was in short supply.

Those companies that remained outside of organised
bulk buying were content to use multiple suppliers on
a first come first served basis. Competition and limited
differential between agencies resulted in price auctions
or multiple suppliers being given the opportunity to supply
candidates. Whilst this market was evolving, there was
little innovation in sourcing, with recruiters plundering the
same CV databases and candidate sources. With the
introduction of LinkedIn as a professional network in
2003, it wasn’t long before this channel experienced
similar actions, with the most common complaint from
users being too many approaches from recruiters, and
repeated spam mail about irrelevant jobs. It could be said
that recruiters moved from a post and pray to a source
and spray approach. Whilst this by no means reflects the
way all agency recruiters were working, it is a fair reflection
of candidate perception. Brand recruiter came in for some
well-deserved criticism.

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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The shortage of supply, lack of client loyalty, and a
growing number of agencies buying access to the same
candidates resulted in a foot race to get to the candidates
quickest and submit them first. From a candidate point of
view, when they posted their CV in a database, the first
few approaches from recruiters were welcomed; the
continued attention resulted in a very different reaction.
Recruiters had to be first the moment a new candidate
appeared. At the same time, many of the hiring companies
who were using multiple suppliers adopted an approach
of the first agency to submit a new candidate would have
the ownership of that introduction regardless of relationship
with the candidate. Loyalty went out of the business for
both candidates and clients, where speed and price was
rewarded over quality. The good news is that we are seeing
a reverse in this as companies look to a select number of
suppliers for niche staff. The key is building a reputation
in a niche that justifies the investment in the new value
proposition outlined later in the paper.

The cornerstones of good recruitment practice

The cornerstones of good recruitment practice have
always been a thorough understanding of job descriptions
and candidates. This comes from taking a consultative
approach to recruiting, with time invested in the process.
However this time has been greatly reduced with the
advent of technology and increased competition. With
more and more business being done online, the introduction
of candidates became even more transactional, with
many suppliers providing little more than a CV mailing
service. Detailed interviews with candidates and job briefs
became a thing of the past, on the most part, where the
emphasis was on speed and cost.

The ease of submitting a CV, a job or posting details
online resulted in a significant shift from relationship
to transaction, where volume replaced quality. I was
consulting with recruitment companies on their processes
from 2008, and the biggest thing I noticed was the
significant decline in phone time. The companies I tracked
(about 20) were averaging 20 – 30 minutes in total on the

phone, per consultant per day. The notable feature was
that clients and candidates were less and less willing to
spend time speaking with recruiters, and as a result,
quality of work suffered. When you don’t fully understand
a job, you can only match on skills and experience
(according to the candidate version), and when job
descriptions represent a list of requirements and duties,
you can only match on the same criteria. As a recruiter,
we used to call this black and white matching. Matching
only the obvious where the keywords on a CV and a job
spec match up. That is something any hiring company
can easily automate, and many have. Most recruiters
know that the real value of using a recruitment consultant
is in offering something different to what the candidate
or client has asked for based on consultation, time and
conversation. With the growing trend of hiring companies
switching to direct sourcing for reduced cost of hire and
improved efficiency, it is time to consider the place for
agencies in offering different candidates outside of the
spec, and this can only happen by regaining control of the
process. Influence over recruiting process is dependent
on the level of trust between hiring companies and
suppliers, and this will only come from a greater emphasis
on building relationships over time.

Reward models

Contingency recruiters are rewarded on a success only
basis, with a percentage of the starting salary paid to the
agency as an introductory fee. Fees are generated by
getting candidates through the interview process and
hired. Success is measured in hires rather than any other
metrics. By nature, this is a transactional and reactive
model. There is no reward for the success of the candidate
beyond a short probationary period. Most guarantees last
no longer than three months. Individual recruiters within
recruitment businesses are equally rewarded in the same
way through the payment of commission. The quality of
the service provided is measured by the ability of the
supplier to get candidates in front of hiring companies and
successfully negotiate the interview process.

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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In order to differentiate, some recruitment companies
have looked to change this model. Over the last few years
we have seen the introduction and growth of fixed fee
agencies and job escrows. Fixed fee recruiters charge
one low cost fee for introduction and hire, with a largely
automated process built on high volume low cost, whilst
others have switched to a time reward model, charging
for time spent rather than outcome, in effect, outsourcing
the hiring function on a time sheet.

The biggest area of growth has been Recruitment
Process Outsourcing, or RPO. This has seen the
companies with a large volume requirement bringing a
team in house to manage and deliver hiring. This is no
different to other areas of business, as companies look to
reduce cost and improve efficiency. One of the big
differences between the RPO and the agency lies in the
reward model, which is built on fixed cost for delivery and
provision of service, rather than reward for individual hires.
There are also penalties for non-delivery. This ties the
RPO closely to the hiring company, often to the point
where there is no differential. It is unusual to see an RPO
Contract that does not tie in with retention and turnover,
with introduction only one metric. The benefit of this type
of relationship is that the providers can make greater use
of talent pooling and employer branding, being so closely
tied to the hiring company. They represent themselves in
the wider world as the hiring company rather than a third
party, and are an essential gateway to employment with
the company. I expect this sector of the recruitment
market to experience the greatest level of growth, as
more of the larger corporates look to bring recruiting
in-house for greater control and cost saving, but lack the
expertise or resource to do so.
The reality for hiring companies lies in the old adage:
“You get what you pay for.” Recruitment companies need
to be looking at what they are charging for, if this provides
value to all the stakeholders in the market, and if this
model is sustainable. One consideration for individual
agencies is if they can provide an RPO Model on a smaller
scale, by becoming inadvisable from the hiring company.
Where the relationship is close enough, and the reward

recognises this, the recruiters can act as the company in
outward messaging, forward planning, talent pooling,
market mapping and a host of other areas. This would
necessitate a change to charging for service and time,
measured by metrics much wider than hiring. The key
here is the switch from transaction to relationship, and the
change of reward, because reward for hires only can only
sustain ‘just in time sourcing.’

Another area that I think should be considered is reward
for retention over introduction. The model I see working
here is a switch from a high introductory fee, to an annual
or quarterly fee for the life of the candidate. This rewards
retention over introduction, and ties the client, candidate
and recruiter closer together. The main objection I have
heard when I have raised this in the past (and it has been
quite forceful) is that the agency has no control over the
way the hired employee is managed and the future plans
of the company. Whilst I accept this in the current reward
model, this would place a real need in understanding the
culture and management style of the hiring company, and
matching accordingly. Profitable business would only be
sustained by placing for the long term, rather than the
short, and that has to be good for everyone.

Some recruiters have evolved a wider service offering
including services like career coaching, CV writing etc.
to the candidate market - enhanced career management.
Others have launched job boards of their own, evolved
out of their own website, or moved all of their activity to
an on-line portal, or sell consultancy services to enable
hiring companies to do it themselves.

With more challenges ahead for the sector as a whole,
under more pressure than at any time in the past, now
is the time to be thinking about introducing new and
innovative ways of doing things, and what is actually
chargeable. A new reward model will change the dynamic
of the industry, and first movers will stand out. In my view,
we need to build this model around the relationship rather
than the transaction, rewarding loyalty all round.

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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When will hiring companies use agencies?

When you go to any recruiting conference it is common
to hear that the big benefit of bringing recruiting in-house
has been the top line saving in agency fees, and the
significant reduction in individual cost per hire. It is easy
to get the impression that everyone has just stopped
using agencies, rushed out and bought a LinkedIn recruiter
account and started making hay. This is not the pattern
I have been seeing amongst the corporate companies
I work with and track. Agency recruiting has not been
completely dumped, but it has been significantly reduced.

In the past, when hiring was viewed as just another function
of an already overburdened personnel department, the
usual method of hiring was to get notification of a job,
post it out to the agencies, get CVs in, forward to the
hiring managers and schedule interviews. As the personnel
function has evolved within organisations to a more
encompassing HR function and the latest version, Talent
Management, specialist functions have been added, with
less emphasis on the generalist. This includes areas like
Learning and development (what used to be training),
benefits and compensation and most importantly talent
acquisition and employment branding. The question
is that as the clients have evolved, have the agencies
evolved accordingly? Whilst I have witnessed an evolution
in HR, I have witnessed very little change in the agency
sector, except the growth of RPO. Does talent
management find value in a purely introductory service
when they can attract applications themselves?

This doesn’t mean that there are no opportunities for agency
recruiters; it is more a case of the types of opportunities
are changing. Bulk and on-going requirements are
managed in-house, utilising agency services in niche
areas where the requirements do not demand on-going
activity or specialist knowledge and relationships are
needed. For agencies this means specialising in a defined
niche and building brand reputation in that niche. Success
in niche recruiting is built on reputation and referral
between potential candidates and clients. Talent

management changes this, although a different sales
reputation is not just about excellence in service (although
this is important). Critical to this is the personal branding
of recruiters, and positioning as a valued resource in the
sector, and this means effective networking and
relationship building. Historically, recruiters have had an
aversion to working with HR - a different approach is
needed, more akin to a marketing partnership over time
in place of selling candidates. Relationship building takes
research, preparation and time in order to find new ways
of getting on the radar of decision makers.

The candidate perspective

Global recruitment legend Gregg Savage, CEO of Firebrand
Talent, wrote in his blog the Savage Truth, that the agency
who owns the talent will own the market. Whilst I don’t
hold with the notion that anyone can own talent, recruiters
can certainly influence talented candidates, and be the
first port of call when they are considering career options.
In our research in to what candidates really want from
recruiters, we came up with the following needs based
on a survey of 500 active candidates:

1) Understanding of niche discipline
2) Market knowledge
3) Prompt feedback
4) Regular updates
5) Regular opportunities rather than one off jobs
6) Unbiased and impartial career advice
7) Relevant jobs based on aspirations as well as

skills/experience
8) Detailed background information on hiring companies,

hiring managers and opportunities.
9) Career coaching
10) Accessibility to consultants

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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What this tells us is that the candidates are also looking
for more than a transactional relationship around one off
jobs. There is a degree of job hunting fatigue, with a big
complaint being hearing from recruiters out of the blue,
expressing an interest in an opportunity, submitting details
then never hearing again. During the research, we regularly
heard feedback that they (the recruiter), are only ever
interested when they want something, then they disappear.
Working in a niche, with a limited potential candidate
base, relationships with candidates need to be maintained,
and go beyond occasional job interactions. Candidates
are looking to recruiters to be trusted advisor’s and
market specialists. For recruitment firms, this means
allowing individual recruiters the time to keep their
knowledge current, and moving KPIs away from purely
sales activity to incorporate networking and relationship
building. This becomes especially important when
sourcing through referral. In a niche market, recruiters
need to play an active part in the communities they recruit
in, and this can be achieved through social networking.

Contributing to communities like LinkedIn Groups or
technical sites like Stack Overflow or Github is much more
than posting jobs. It means investing time in comments,
content and other interactions. This gives recruiters the
opportunity to demonstrate their market knowledge and
experience, and it is these interactions that earn
reputation. Recruitment firms should be looking to market
map all of the talent in their chosen sector, identify the
communities that the identified people belong to and find
ways to contribute. Recruiters need to be given time to
keep up to date with their market, and should be
subscribed to all of the news sites, influencer accounts
and blogs that provide a constant source of learning, and
content to share in the communities. This means allowing
time for daily market and sector research, conversations
and learning as part of the day, and prioritising networking
as a day to day activity.

The new value proposition

Candidates, clients and the market as a whole are
looking for a new value proposition built on relationships.
The speed and cost proposition is failing. Where sourcing
is predominantly built on posting to job boards and
searching CV databases, there is no benefit to paying
fees beyond doing it themselves. Where suppliers were
judged on volume and price, there is demand for
specialist recruiters who understand the market and have
established relationships within the market. The value
is in the candidates they can’t reach through conventional
methods. Hiring companies are prepared to pay a premium
price for a premium candidate, what they are not prepared
to do any more is pay a premium price for an average
candidate they could find themselves. They want to work
with suppliers they know, and they conduct due diligence
on any new suppliers, based on reputation and innovation.
Innovation is part technology, part service offering and part
pricing structure. Recruiters need to be different to stand out.

Candidates want more from their recruiters beyond one
off interactions. They are looking for a small collection of
trusted sources, with whom they can build an on-going
relationship, beyond single transactions, and turn to for
advice. They are looking for recruiters who understand
their market and discipline, who take no for an answer.
The term, and practice of candidate and client control,
is common in the industry, but control is being replaced
by influence. Control suggests dominance in the relationship,
whereas candidates are looking for on-going advice (not
just when there is a deal to be made).

This is particularly critical during the interview and offer stage,
where established relationships carry greater influence,
and an in depth understanding of the job description and
candidate is essential, anything else is a lottery.

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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Mobile and mobility

Internet access is increasingly by mobile over desktop,
yet most recruitment websites are not optimised. This has
a big impact on response and user experience. 65% of
Facebook updates are made from a mobile device. 80%
of twitter updates and 25% of Google searches are
conducted on a mobile device. Mobile searches prioritise
mobile optimised sites making mobile optimisation or
responsive web design (that adjusts view according to
screen size) critical to SEO. The recruitment industry has
been slow to respond to this, and this presents a barrier
between recruiters, candidates and potential clients.

75% of e-mails are opened on a mobile device. This means
a different type of messaging is essential with short
messages, and links that lead to mobile optimised content,
with links in the middle of text. Easy to navigate and read.

The impact of mobile adoption though goes beyond the
technology piece. Mobile changes the times when
candidates and clients are accessing your information and
browsing your content, clicking on your job links as well
as the places they are doing it. The golden hours for
recruiters when candidates or clients are live are between
6.00 and 8.15., 10.45 and 11.20, 11.40 and 2.20 and
4.45 – 9.20. This is taken from the times candidates and
clients are accessing on-line content, posting content and
responding to e-mails. Mobile technology has changed
the “live” hours, and recruiters need to respond to this
by being live and accessible during these times. The pattern
from research by on-line recruitment group Evenbase
shows that candidates search in the early part of the day,
bookmark and research opportunities during the day and
respond and apply in the evening. There are clear
patterns for candidate behaviour that do not match the
usual working hours of recruiters. If you are looking to
establish any kind of social presence, then you need to be
live during these times, and that means change.

At the same time, you need to consider what people are
doing and where they are at these times. The golden
hours represent the down times, usually when people are
on the move where people are killing time by browsing
and responding to messages. If you are unsure about
this, take a look at what everybody is doing when you are
next on a train or in a queue. Nearly everyone around you
will be doing something with a mobile device. Plan to
message people when they are most likely to be live, and
because they are on the move, make content easy to
digest, navigate and respond to on any device. Given the
golden hours, and the best times to network, recruitment
firms should explore the potential for remote working.
Most recruiters and resourcers have better technology
in their homes than they have in the office. The barrier is
often trust. Trust in recruiters is something that needs to
change across the industry, to make the most of personal
recruiter branding, networking and remote working.

Data ownership

In the past, the value of a recruitment business was
based on the data they held. It was a big factor in the
valuation placed on recruiting businesses at sale. Data
was fiercely protected with action taken against recruiters
suspected of removing data. This fear has been the main
barrier to encouraging the adoption of social networking.
Things have changed now. Networks are personal, and
no one owns freely available data (other than the channels
who house it, such as LinkedIn). Protective covenants are
in place in most recruiter employment contracts to
prevent the commercial use of contacts for a period of
time (usually three months), but networking only flourishes
when the business takes a hands off approach and
encourages open networking. The value is and real IP
is no longer in the data, or the networks, but in the
interpretation and use of data. When recruitment company
owners understand this change, then networking will flourish.

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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Social capital

The strength of any recruiter has always been equal to
their network of contacts, candidates and clients, and
their ability to grow it. A recruiter’s network can be
considered their net worth. Nothing has changed in this
respect, networking is not a new concept, but social
networking offers the benefit of building targeted networks
over a much shorter period of time through sustained,
intentional networking.

Earlier in the paper, we established the importance of
establishing relationships across the sector, and before
doing business or seeking referrals. Recruiters are judged
by who they are connected with, and the new LinkedIn
profiles show shared connections. It is common practice
amongst candidates, clients and other contacts to check
out the profiles of new connections. A well maintained
network provides a great source of candidates, referrals,
recommendations and introductions, but takes a degree
of maintenance and contribution. The more people a
recruiter is connected within their sector, the wider their
reach in search through second and third degree
connections, and the more relevant people they get
recommended to as a connection. Recruiters should be
looking to join the relevant groups on LinkedIn, Facebook
and Google+, and to regularly share and comment on
industry related content.

Following and joining the company pages on LinkedIn and
Facebook enables recruiters to keep up to date with what
is happening within the companies in their target sector,
and following influencers gives access to the latest industry
content. This helps keep recruiters current in their niche,
highlights opportunities and provides further opportunities
to expand connections.

LinkedIn and other social profiles are often kept more up
to date than CVs, which date from the day they are
submitted. The new LinkedIn profiles include links to rich
media such as slide share presentations and video, the
latest projects, and other valuable data. Linking profiles

in to candidate records in the database (this can be
automated), keeps records current and up to date.
Predictive internet tools such as talent blip from Joberate
monitor on-line profiles for changes in activity such as
updates, change of profile and increases in new
recommendations that indicate that a contact is considering
a career move. These predictive technologies have
proved to be incredibly accurate in identifying who will be
open to approaches from a wide network. Recruiters
should be looking to market map all the potential contacts
(candidates and clients) in their niche, and make an
on-going effort to connect. The more that recruiters
contribute to groups and communities, the stronger the
recruiters personal brand as a member of those
communities. Recruiters need time to invest in building,
maintaining and growing personal brand, essential
for developing the relationships needed to grow
in a niche market.

Video interviewing

Earlier in the paper we established the importance of
interviewing as one of the cornerstones of good recruitment
practice, and how, as agencies have covered a wider and
wider geographical area - interviews have become few
and far between. This has an impact on the level of
understanding of candidates, as well as the lack of
opportunity to begin relationship building in any depth.
A smart use of technology that helps to resolve this
problem has to integrate video interviewing in to operational
process. Video interviews can be conducted (and recorded)
via Skype or a dedicated platform. The latest platforms
now incorporate interviews via iPhone and similar apps,
with the additional feature of being able to send out
selection questions to candidates for forwarding to clients.
It is this type of innovation that helps to differentiate
recruiters in the market.

From transaction to relationship recruiting: the agency opportunity
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The database as a CRM

In the first section of this paper we established that the
traditional recruitment database had been mostly used for
data storage, rather than information retrieval. The
modern database is evolving in to a CRM
(Candidate/Client Relationship Management System.)
There is no point storing the details of thousands of
candidates if you can’t search them or message them.
The candidates you have should dictate the sales activity
you do, taking the approach of generating opportunities
for people rather than people for opportunities. You
should view your system as being active rather than
passive, with records continually updated and indexed.
Recruiters should make their CRM the first point of search
before looking outside. Indexing also makes regular
contact with relevant messages and content to your
candidates, adopting the talent network approach from
the world of corporate recruiting.

A talent network enables candidates to sign up to keep
in touch, set filters and get updates on jobs and content
relevant to their profile. This meets with the candidate’s
desire for regular updates, and keeps the candidate base
alive. The latest referral technology enables participants
to match jobs to people in their social networks, track job
shares and run a reward program. This is a great way to
generate relevant candidates by introduction and referral,
to engage with your candidates and reduce the cost of
sourcing. Corporate recruiters are using these technologies
to hire, and agencies should be adopting similar practices.

The changing world of work

The job as we know it is fast disappearing, with the trend
being a shift towards the contingency workforce. This
changes the role of the recruiter to project manager,
increasing the potential for the contract side of the
business. The contract market will be coming under the
same pressure that the perm market is under. This is
partly in terms of margin pressure, but also from new sites
designed to connect contractors direct with employers,
cutting out the middleman.

The solution to this is to adopt a similar relationship based
approach recruiting, building close skills networks. As
more employees move from full-time to contract
employment, greater value will be placed on skills
development opportunities. This creates the option for
smart recruitment businesses to introduce training as part
of the reward model for contractors. Whilst recruiters may
be thinking that this is a way off, they should be planning
now for a changing market.

Conclusion

Whilst recruiters are under extreme pressure for margin
and business, and more and more companies are taking
the “do it yourself” approach, there are real opportunities
for those recruitment firms who adopt a relationship
based model over the common transactional model.
Candidates and clients are looking for much more than
a CV forwarding service, wanting on-going long term
relationships with niche specialists. Online recruiting is
going mobile, and mobility changes the dynamic. This means
recruitment firms need to review their web presence,
technology, hours and way of work. Client and candidate
perception over value is changing, meaning a real need
for recruiters to adopt new innovation and pricing models.
Recruiters need to be active in the communities they work
in, contributing to conversation, and taking a continuous
approach to networking. A recruiter’s network is their
networth, and social media provides the channels
to build networks.
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